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ViewletBuilder Professional is a high-
performance content creation software
with a high degree of customizability. It
combines the functionality of Microsoft

PowerPoint with the visual needs and
functionalities of Windows Presentation

Foundation. ViewletBuilder allows
creation of new presentation modes
including the following three: View

(includes regular screen captures and
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videos). Explain (includes prepared
images, videos, and subtitles).

Storyboard (includes videos with visual
pause/resume). Regular output modes

include standard images, videos,
slideshows, and presentations.

Additional outputs include JPEG
(images), PNG (images), WMV

(videos), GIF (images), TIFF (images),
AVI (videos), MP4 (videos), and DVD
(videos). Additional features include

insertion of PDF files, dynamic
image/video slideshows, image creation,

visual timeline, and video merging.
ViewletBuilder Professional Features:
Presentations. Interactive screenshows.
Multi-view movies. Video slideshow
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templates. Slideshows. Timeline.
Image/video export. Image/video import.

Different output modes. PDF support.
Automatic slide text. Image insertion.

Dynamic timeline. Color scheme editing.
Advanced screen capture. Special

effects. User interface customization.
Combined pan/zoom functions.

Customization of fonts. Customized
presentations templates. Keyboard
shortcuts. Customizable timeline

controls. Customizable visual timeline.
Advanced multi-window support. Single
view support. Import from a variety of

sources. Created by a professional team.
Compatible with Windows

XP/Vista/7/8/10. By Brett Robinson
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Publisher: Trend Laboratory License:
Shareware (free to try, $29.99 to
purchase) Price: $29.99 Version:

12.5.1.2 File size: 8.18 MB Date Added:
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Facebook Messenger Integration of all
time! By Brett Robinson Publisher:

Trend Laboratory License: Shareware
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$99.00 Version: 3.15.2 File size: 11.07
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Define & Build Presentations With Your
Ease Managing Presentations Now Has
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Never Been Easier! ViewletBuilder
saves time and money with its simple

and easy-to-use interface. Now you can
create professional Powerpoint

slideshows as easily as you can compose
an email! With ViewletBuilder you can

save both time and money by
automatically splitting your Powerpoint
slideshows into multiple ppt slides, each

linked to a specific video. Combine
them and build a polished video that

explains any topic to any audience!The
Best PowerPoint Presentation Builder

For Serious Presentation Makers
Thousands of sales professionals,

teachers, students and anyone who has to
present material to clients and colleagues
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know that PowerPoint is the de-facto
standard for slides. But it’s not just that
we can’t live without PowerPoint. We
can’t even create decent Powerpoints

without spending several hours getting
the ideas down on paper, then dragging,

arranging, resizing, editing and
formatting all the images and videos into

the desired look. This is where
ViewletBuilder can save you hours.
Because ViewletBuilder features an

intuitive drag-and-drop interface, you
can build a presentation in mere minutes.

To anyone who has struggled with
Powerpoint in the past, we can

guarantee: ViewletBuilder is the simplest
and most convenient tool to save you
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time, money and frustration. You will
have content just in time for your

presentation. You can set your
presentation to auto-update. You can
even build presentations that link to

specific videos. ViewletBuilder is the
most powerful and flexible

PowerPointPresentation Builder on the
market. Plus, ViewletBuilder supports

Microsoft Office 2016. ViewletBuilder
Screenshots: What's New In

ViewletBuilder Professional 3.4 Nov 30,
2018 - 2:17:20 PM New: • Now

ViewletBuilder is fully compatible with
Microsoft Office 2016. • Even More

Presentations To Build: ViewletBuilder
lets you create 10 different types of
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slides now: - 4P: Each slide has 4 parts,
like a linear presenter; - QP: Each slide

has 3 parts, like a 3D question and
answer session; - TP: Each slide has only
one part and is a teaser slide for a video;
- UP: Each slide has only one part and is

a video; - OP: Each slide has only one
part and is a paragraph. • Now you can

save presentations 09e8f5149f
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ViewletBuilder Professional 

ViewletBuilder Professional is an
application that helps generate impactful
and dynamic explanatory content for
individual use, businesses, students and
professors, and countless other people
and scenarios. A professional builder for
creative presentations The complex
program integrates a diverse range of
features, such as static and dynamic
screen captures and both minor and
complex image and video editing
options. As a program for building
compelling and coherent professional
content, ViewletBuilder has the
necessary tools for organizing and
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sorting the content in compact, ready-for-
sharing structures (such as presentational
slideshows or digital exhibitions). The
program allows starting blank projects,
importing existing content, or using
predefined project structures. You can
do all sorts of things, like blurring pieces
of the screen during a presentational
video, splitting videos in individual
frames that can be integrated into a
presentation, adjusting pieces of your
visuals, adding text, or simply annotating
processes. Some use case scenarios and
why you need a content builder Whether
you work for yourself, are a student,
have a small or a large business, or are a
freelancer, chances are, at some point in
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your life, you will need to produce
content. The most desirable outcome
depends on your skills and on the tools
you are using. ViewletBuilder
Professional sets a helpful and well-
structured frame for any type of user.
You instantly get access to step-by-step
general guidance on how to implement
your ideas; as a result, you will find
yourself producing content in a matter of
minutes after opening the program. The
application helps create visually
engaging training materials, explanatory
guides (if you are a business, for your
customers), step-by-step manuals and
courses for your students (if you are a
professor), presentations (at work or at
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school, for your colleagues, respectively
classmates), or templates (for general
use case scenarios, in a particular field
or area of expertise). You can even use
the program for generating customizable
and well-styled text that will be shown
on a teleprompter. Final thoughts All in
all, ViewletBuilder Professional is a
versatile tool and a performant program.
It has a robust system and built-in
models and templates that allow for
producing and styling your content really
well. It is a resourceful tool that works
smoothly and it is surely worth
considering it. 10-minute extension -
Training people to learn fast and master
the tools The program's media-in-
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training (M-I-T) system helps users
become comfortable with the

What's New In ViewletBuilder Professional?

ViewletBuilder Professional is a
professional help and training content
builder program that is easy to use and
easy to learn. The application is the ideal
tool for students, professors, small
businesses and freelancers who need to
produce understandable and appealing
material quickly and professionally. To
start a new project, the user will have to
define and adapt some basic options, for
example he / she can opt to use the pre-
defined files, or to import a file from a
picture library, record a video, or drag
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and drop images from your desktop.
This is not the only option, of course.
You can also start from scratch and
export a PDF to start using it. Another
important feature is that content can be
modified in the editing view. For
instance, the user can change the images
or the appearance of the overall design
of the content. This gives the user the
ability to make changes even before
exporting the files or starting to use
them. Full Feature List (Astonishing
features that make a difference in your
work productivity and efficiency):
Minimum Requirements: • Microsoft
Windows® 7, Vista™, or XP™ • 64-bit
processor or 32-bit processor with 64-bit
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compatible processor, operating systems
supported by the Intel® 64 Architecture
• 2GB of RAM • 4GB of available hard
drive space • Space for the installation
file and for a temporary folder • A DVD
or CD-ROM drive • An internet
connection • Adobe Acrobat Reader
Compatibility: • Windows® 2000,
Windows® XP, Windows® 2003,
Windows® VISTA, Windows® 7,
Windows® 8 and 8.1 The software
application is optimized for following
processors: AMD 64-bit, Intel 64-bit,
Intel 32-bit and AMD 32-bit. Microsoft
Windows 7 & Microsoft Windows 8.1
With this version of ViewletBuilder
Professional you can export one slide
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into a video. ViewletBuilder
Professional offers you the option to
import your own PowerPoint content.
ViewletBuilder Professional allows you
to import text from Word documents,
PDF, web pages and other programs.
ViewletBuilder Professional enables you
to use an additional visual element to
present your content. ViewletBuilder
Professional allows you to add text
(bold, italic, underline, change font
color, font size) to images, and vice
versa. ViewletBuilder Professional lets
you to draw arrows, rectangles, lines
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